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Agenda

●What is tracing?

●Trace Compass Overview

●Migration steps

●New Architecture

●Theia trace extension

●Demo

●Project status
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What is tracing?

●Instrument source code with tracepoints

●Use a tracer to collects tracepoint data 
during program execution

●Example tracers

●LTTng, fTrace, Perf …

●Characteristic of good tracers

●Low overhead
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●A sequence of events collected on the execution path

What is a trace?

time

event
- time
- type
- content

- attribute 1
- attribute 2
- process
- cpu #
- ...
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Trace analysis and visualization flow

Trace(s)
Stream of 

events
Persistence Views

parse analyze query

Events Table Intermediate 
Results
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No

Frequent user questions?

Question Answer

No, it’s a desktop applicationCan it run in the browser? 

No, it’s a desktop applicationCan we show results in Jenkins?

You can run custom scripts (EASE), but UI needs to be 
opened

Can we run it in headless mode?

We are bound to SWT, Jface and Eclipse

Can we get it in Theia or VsCode?

What about custom graphs?
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Solution: Client – server architecture

●Trace visualization front-end

●Request data from server

●Deserializes data

●Visualizes data in various graphs

●Trace server back-end

●Trace parsing

●Trace event processing 

●Domain-specific logic

●Serializes data for visualization

●Sends data over network to clients

Server

Client
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Trace Compass re-architecture

Trace Compass Core

Trace Compass UI 

Trace Compass

Client-Server Application 

Trace Server Protocol (TSP)

Trace Services

Trace Compass Core

Front-end

Data Providers

Trace Server Back-end

Monolithic Application 
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Trace analysis and visualization flow

Trace(s)
Stream of 

events
Persistence Views

parse analyze query

Events Table Intermediate 
Results

TSP

Trace Server Back-end Front-end
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Eclipse Theia

●Extensible platform

●Uses modern web-technologies

●Allows integration with IDE workflow

●LSP – for language support

●DAP – for debug support

●Deployment

●Browser or desktop

●Workspace managers like Eclipse Che

●Open Source and community

●Vendor neutral
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Theia Application

theia-traceviewer

traceviewer-react-
components

Architecture with Theia

Theia - FE (platform)

timeline-chart

Theia - BE(platform)

WebSockets
(JSON-RPC)

traceviewer-base

tsp-typescript-client

Trace Services

Trace Compass Core

Trace Server Back-end
Third-party libs

Data Providers
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Other Javascript libraries under development

●timeline-chart

● Timeline / Gantt chart library for large data (e.g. traces)

●Nano-second precision (bigint)

●tsp-typescript-client

●TSP ready client to perform your requests

●Abstract the technology used (REST, HTTP)
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Demo
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Project status
https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension

●Development ongoing

●Project Planning

●Issues trackers

●NPM packages

●theia-traceviewer

●traceviewer-base

●traceviewer-react-components

●MVP release end-of year

https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension
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Python Client (tsp-python-client)

●Can be used to automate analysis (Headless mode)

●Rapid prototyping

●Run REST API calls from command-line

●Verify server responses

●No UI needed

●TSP ready client to perform your requests
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VsCode Plugin
https://github.com/theia-ide/vscode-trace-extension

●Prove of concept

●Uses traceviewer-base and traceviewer-react-components

●Glue code to integrate with VsCode

●WebViews for each react-component

●Side panel

●Menus and commands

●Misses some features that are implemented in theia-traceviewer (Theia APIs)

●Issue trackers available 

●Not a focus right now

●If interested, contributions are very welcome

https://github.com/theia-ide/vscode-trace-extension
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Yes, trace visualization front-end integrates with both

Frequent user questions?

Question Answer

Yes, trace visualization front-end can run in the browserCan it run in the browser? 

Jenkins plug-in can query trace server and show resultsCan we show results in Jenkins?

Command-line client can start analysis in a trace server BECan we run it in headless mode?

Many modern web-technologies and libraries exit

Can we get it in Theia or VsCode?

What about custom graphs?
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Q & A
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●Theia trace extension and project page

●https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension

●Trace Server Protocol (TSP)

●https://github.com/theia-ide/trace-server-protocol

●Client-side TSP implementation

●https://github.com/theia-ide/tsp-typescript-client

●https://github.com/theia-ide/tsp-python-client

●VsCode Plug-in

●https://github.com/theia-ide/vscode-trace-extension

●Timeline-chart

●https://github.com/theia-ide/timeline-chart

References

https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension
https://github.com/theia-ide/trace-server-protocol
https://github.com/theia-ide/tsp-typescript-client
https://github.com/theia-ide/tsp-python-client
https://github.com/theia-ide/vscode-trace-extension
https://github.com/theia-ide/timeline-chart
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●Trace Compass

●https://www.eclipse.org/tracecompass/

●https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/tools.tracecompass

●https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/tools.tracecompass.incubator

References

https://www.eclipse.org/tracecompass/
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/tools.tracecompass
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/tools.tracecompass.incubator
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●Presenter

●Bernd Hufmann: bernd.Hufmann@ericsson.com

●theia-trace-extension

●https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension

●Eclipse Trace Compass 

●Mailing list: tracecompass-dev@eclipse.org

●IRC: oftc.net #tracecompass

Contacts

mailto:bernd.Hufmann@ericsson.com
https://github.com/theia-ide/theia-trace-extension
mailto:tracecompass-dev@eclipse.org



